
Financial protection                                                          

Insurance solutions help individuals and society prepare 

for climate change by offering financial protection from 

the consequences of extreme weather.  This supports the 

financial viability of consumers and businesses  vulnerable 

to climate risk.    

Climate research and modelling by insurance companies 

can also help Governments and businesses understand 

their climate risk so they can act to reduce their exposure 

and vulnerability. 

How the insurance industry supports action on climate change  

Insuring the low carbon economy                       

To support the growth of the low carbon econo-

my the insurance industry has developed over 

100 risk management solutions for renewable 

energy and  low carbon projects.  Without these 

risk management solutions  much  of the low   

carbon infrastructure that exists today would    

be unfeasible.  

The UK is rated the most attractive place to invest in 

offshore wind; with more installed capacity than any 

other country and an output equivalent to the annu-

al electricity demand of 4.7 million homes 
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Without immediate and ambitious global action to re-

duce greenhouse gas emissions, the chance of limiting 

global average temperature increases to 2 °C  above 

pre industrial levels will disappear. This will lead to sig-

nificant shifts in climate risks around the world, threat-

ening lives, livelihoods and economies.                                                                                                                

We are calling for the 2015 UN Climate Summit to: 

1) Be a more productive  process than Copenhagen 
2009 

2) Take a decisive step forward on harmful emissions  

3) Result in measurable targets supported by a  robust 
legal framework  

Investing in the low carbon economy                           

Insurers are increasingly leveraging their investment     

power to facilitate our transition to a low carbon economy.  

 

The UK is currently the  global leader in marine     

energy, with around 10MW of wave and tidal 

stream devices being tested in UK waters, more than 

the rest of the world combined 

The insurance industry founded ClimateWise in 2007  

to support and drive industry action on climate risk  

By innovating and adapting, the insurance              

industry  has supported the UK to achieve            

leadership status in the renewable sector.  

  Recent severe weather events covered by Insurers   

FLOOD                              

In 2007 insurers paid 

out £3bn for flood dam-

age claims  

FREEZE                                   

In 2010 frozen and 

burst pipes cost          

insurers over £1bn 

STORM                           

Since 2004 insurers have 

paid out nearly £3bn for 

storm damage to domestic 

properties alone 

In 2014: 

 Prudential invested £100m in the UK Swansea Bay tidal 
lagoon project                      

 Aviva acquired 2nd  portfolio of solar projects     

 Zurich increased its investment in green bonds to USD 2bn 

 

Improving in house sustainability & energy efficiency  

8 of our 20 largest members are carbon  neutral with 
all members making large CO2 reductions  

19 insurers  have been recognised  by the 2014 global  
Dow Jones Sustainable Indices 

44 insurance companies have  signed the UN  Princi-
ples of  Sustainable  Insurance worldwide 


